
Cannabis Business Accounting
and Tax Compliance



Overview of Federal Laws 
and 280E
1970
Marijuana was assigned as a Schedule I controlled 
substance under the Controlled Substances Act passed 
in 1970

1981 
Jeffrey Edmonson, a cocaine dealer filed tax returns 
deducting his business expenses. The Tax Court allowed 
his deductions as there were no laws preventing him from 
taking business expenses (See Jeffrey Edmondson v. 
Commissioner)

1982
Congress passed Internal Revenue Code (IRC) 280E 
which states that no deductions or credits are allowed 
for businesses “trafficking” Schedule I and II 
controlled substances
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California Cannabis Legislation Update
Multiple barriers to entry – Limited access to banking, complex state regulations, high tax burden

Current state law conforms to federal policies that disallow tax deductions, resulting in higher taxes 
for legal cannabis businesses 

Federal government continues to treat the state’s legal industry as a criminal activity

High taxes imposed on the legal industry are putting businesses at a disadvantage, 
resulting in less tax revenue for the state 

Assembly Bill No. 37 was approved on October 12, 2019 by the CA Governor to provide tax equity 
to the cannabis industry

Beginning January 1, 2020, licensed Cannabis operators will be able to claim business expenses 
for state purposes, assuming the entity has adequate substantiating records 
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The Exception to 280E
Report by the Senate clarified that the 
Cost of Goods Sold (COGS) adjustment is not 
affected by 280E

The only expense item that can be taken to 
arrive at taxable income (number you get 
taxed on) is COGS 

COGS – Costs of producing the goods 
(e.g.: cost to grow a pound of Marijuana) 
sold by a company. Includes material, labor, 
and indirect overhead 

Cannabis businesses pay taxes on gross profit, 
other industries pay taxes based on their 
net income
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Canna vs Non-Canna Taxation Structure

Regular Business Taxation
Total Sales 

- COGS

= Gross Profit

- Additional Ordinary and 
Necessary Business Expenses

= Net Income (taxable income)

Cannabis Business Taxation
Total Sales 

- COGS (Only Deduction)

= Gross Profit (Taxable Income)

**Additional Ordinary and 
Business Expenses Not Allowed
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Which Accounting Method to Choose?

Accrual Method

Inventory costing is used under this method to add expenses 
to Inventory that will be sold

Costs of production are pooled into 
Inventory Asset 

All production costs get expensed as Cost of Goods Sold 
once final product is sold

Provides true value and cost of inventory on hand

Cash Method

§280E severely penalizes taxpayers not using an 
inventory method to calculate COGS

Per IRS white paper released, producers or marijuana using this 
method will have significantly higher taxable income

Cash-method producers and farmers can’t deduct ANY expenses 
if not using an inventory method
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Accrual / Cost Accounting Timeline
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By the time a product gets to FINISHED GOODS, there has been a large amount of time, 
coupled with significant costs that must be allocated to these products.

Day 1
Cultivation Seed/Clone

Add soil, supplies,
water, labor, utilities, 
security, testing, etc. 

Day 180
Sellable Flower

Processing Retail

RAW MATERIAL WIP WIP FOR PROCESSING FINISHED GOODSFG FLOWER



How to Determine COGS?
According to IRS, COGS is determined by 
following regulations under IRC §471

471-3 – Pertains to resellers and dispensaries

471-11 – Pertains to cultivators, manufacturers 
and processors

Included in 471-11 are direct materials, 
direct labor, indirect overheard. 

Indirect overhead includes rent, utilities, 
repairs & maintenance, quality control and 
inspection, tools and equipment, materials 
and supplies, etc. 

Not allowed in COGS – Marketing, advertising, 
interest expense, general and admin, etc.
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How to Determine COGS? (continued)
Code 471-11 indicates that certain costs cannot be added to COGS, unless the costs are accrued to 
inventory consistently in the month to month accounting:

Property Taxes

Depreciation Expense

Officer and admin salaries attributable to production activities

Insurance Costs

Scrap and spoilage
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How Cannabis Business Can 
Save Money on Taxes and Avoid 
Audits

Plant-touching companies are heavily scrutinized by 
the IRS and have a higher chance of being audited 
than other businesses

Not giving enough attention to tax preparation and 
documentation can result in racking up interest, 
penalties, and fees

Common areas to reduce tax liability, secure 
deductions and avoid an audit:

1) Using Square Footage to allocate expenses like rent, 
utilities, repairs, etc.

2) Employee Classification and Time Allocations
to allocate payroll expenses

3) Robust and Detailed Record-Keeping to 
substantiate numbers
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Record-Keeping and Internal Controls
Proper accounting practices are not optional in this industry and are a requirement to maintain licensing 
and remain compliant 

Document and keep a paper trail of every transaction to substantiate financial statements and tax returns

Most Cannabis businesses are cash businesses and lack adequate internal accounting controls over cash

Create and document internal processes such as Daily Cash Counts and Monthly Inventory Counts

Perform monthly reconciliation of inventory. Written documentation, seed-to-sale software and 
accounting systems should match every month

If a Cannabis Business is operating without good records, the IRS can deny deductions for business 
expenses

Once your “Historical” reports and accounting are rock solid, you will have the correct data to help you 
strategically navigate short- and long-term cash flow objectives
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Questions?
Contact: 
Valeria Cruz-Sandino, CPA
Shareholder
800.588.7835
valeria@kwbaccounting.com  
www.kwbaccounting.com
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